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All 7s Starting V- 

VACANCY AACCNVY quality or state of being vacant [n -CIES] 

VACATED AACDETV VACATE, to make vacant [v] 

VACATES AACESTV VACATE, to make vacant [v] 

VACCINA AACCINV vaccinia (cowpox (cattle disease)) [n -S] 

VACCINE ACCEINV preparation given to produce immunity to specific disease [n -S] 

VACUITY ACITUVY empty space [n -TIES] 

VACUOLE ACELOUV small cavity in organic tissue [n -S] 

VACUOUS ACOSUUV empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, space entirely devoid of matter [n] / VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VAGALLY AAGLLVY VAGAL, pertaining to vagus nerve [adv] 

VAGINAE AAEGINV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAGINAL AAGILNV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [adj] 

VAGINAS AAGINSV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAGRANT AAGNRTV wanderer with no apparent means of support [n -S] 

VAGUELY AEGLUVY VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adv] 

VAGUEST AEGSTUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAGUISH AGHISUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAHINES AEHINSV VAHINE, wahine (Hawaiian woman) [n] 

VAILING AGIILNV VAIL, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

VAINEST AEINSTV VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

VAKEELS AEEKLSV VAKEEL, native lawyer in India [n] 

VALANCE AACELNV to furnish with short drapery [v -D, -CING, -S]  

VALENCY ACELNVY valence (degree of combining power of element or radical) [n -CIES] 

VALERIC ACEILRV VALERIAN, perennial herb [adj] 

VALETED ADEELTV VALET, to act as personal servant to [v] 

VALGOID ADGILOV VALGUS, position of joint that is abnormally turned outward [adj] 

VALIANT AAILNTV courageous person [n -S] 

VALIDLY ADILLVY in valid (based on evidence that can be supported) manner [adv] 

VALINES AEILNSV VALINE, amino acid [n] 

VALISES AEILSSV VALISE, small piece of hand luggage [n] 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 

VALLATE AAELLTV bordered by raised edge [adj] 

VALLEYS AELLSVY VALLEY, depression of earth's surface [n] 

VALLUMS ALLMSUV VALLUM, defensive wall of earth and stone [n] 

VALONIA AAILNOV substance obtained from dried acorn cups and used in tanning and dyeing [n -S] 

VALOURS ALORSUV VALOUR, valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

VALUATE AAELTUV to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VALUERS AELRSUV VALUER, one that values (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [n] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 

VALUTAS AALSTUV VALUTA, agreed or exchange value of currency [n] 

VALVATE AAELTVV having valves or parts resembling valves [adj] 

VALVING AGILNVV VALVE, to provide with valve (device for controlling flow of liquid or gas) [v] 

VALVULA AALLUVV valvule (small valve) [n -E] 

VALVULE AELLUVV small valve [n -S] 

VAMOOSE AEMOOSV to leave quickly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VAMOSED ADEMOSV VAMOSE, to vamoose (to leave quickly) [v] 
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VAMOSES AEMOSSV VAMOSE, to vamoose (to leave quickly) [v] 

VAMPERS AEMPRSV VAMPER, one that vamps (to repair or patch) [n] 

VAMPIER AEIMPRV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VAMPING AGIMNPV VAMP, to repair or patch [v] 

VAMPIRE AEIMPRV reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [n -S] 

VAMPISH AHIMPSV seductive [adj] 

VANADIC AACDINV VANADIUM, metallic element [adj] 

VANDALS AADLNSV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [n] 

VANDYKE ADEKNVY short, pointed beard [n -S] 

VANILLA AAILLNV flavoring extract [n -S] 

VANITAS AAINSTV still-life painting having symbols of death or change [n -ES] 

VANLOAD AADLNOV quantity that van can carry [n -S] 

VANNERS AENNRSV VANNER, person who owns van [n] 

VANNING AGINNNV VAN, to transport in van (type of motor vehicle) [v] 

VANPOOL ALNOOPV arrangement whereby several commuters travel in one van [n -S] 

VANTAGE AAEGNTV superiority over competitor [n -S] 

VANWARD AADNRVW toward front [adv] 

VAPIDLY ADILPVY VAPID, insipid (dull and uninteresting) [adv] 

VAPORED ADEOPRV VAPOR, to emit vapor (visible floating moisture) [v] 

VAPORER AEOPRRV one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [n -S] 

VAPOURS AOPRSUV VAPOUR, to vapor (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [v] 

VAPOURY AOPRUVY vapory (vaporish (resembling vapor)) [adj] 

VAQUERO AEOQRUV cowboy [n -S] 

VARIANT AAINRTV variable (something that varies (to become or make different)) [n -S] 

VARIATE AAEIRTV to vary (to become or make different) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VARICES ACEIRSV VARIX, varicose vein [n] 

VARIERS AEIRRSV VARIER, one that varies (to become or make different) [n] 

VARIETY AEIRTVY something differing from others of same general kind [n -TIES] 

VARIOLA AAILORV smallpox (virus disease) [n -S] 

VARIOLE AEILORV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

VARIOUS AIORSUV of diverse kinds [adj] 

VARLETS AELRSTV VARLET, knave (dishonest person) [n] 

VARMENT AEMNRTV varmint (animal considered to be pest) [n -S] 

VARMINT AIMNRTV animal considered to be pest [n -S] 

VARNISH AHINRSV to give glossy appearance to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

VAROOMS AMOORSV VAROOM, to vroom (to run engine at high speed) [v] 

VARROAS AAORRSV VARROA, mite that is parasite of honeybee [n] 

VARSITY AIRSTVY principal team representing university, college, or school in any activity [n -TIES] 

VARUSES AERSSUV VARUS, malformation of bone or joint [n] 

VARYING AGINRVY VARY, to become or make different [v] 

VASCULA AACLSUV VASCULUM, box used to hold plant specimens [n] 

VASEFUL AEFLSUV as much as vase can hold [n -S] 

VASSALS AALSSSV VASSAL, person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance [n] 

VASTEST AESSTTV VAST, of great extent or size [adj] 

VASTIER AEIRSTV VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

VASTITY AISTTVY vastness (quality or state of being vast) [n -TIES] 

VATFULS AFLSTUV VATFUL, as much as vat can hold [n] 
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VATICAL AACILTV vatic (pertaining to prophet (one who predicts)) [adj] 

VATTING AGINTTV VAT, to put into vat (large container for holding liquids) [v] 

VAULTED ADELTUV VAULT, to provide with vault (arched ceiling) [v] 

VAULTER AELRTUV one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n -S] 

VAUNTED ADENTUV VAUNT, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

VAUNTER AENRTUV one that vaunts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n -S] 

VAUNTIE AEINTUV boastful (given to boasting) [adj] 

VAVASOR AAORSVV high-ranking vassal [n -S] 

VAWARDS AADRSVW VAWARD, foremost part [n] 

VAWNTIE AEINTVW vaunty (vauntie (boastful (given to boasting))) [adj] 

VEALERS AEELRSV VEALER, calf raised for food [n] 

VEALIER AEEILRV VEALY, immature [adj] 

VEALING AEGILNV VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food [v] 

VECTORS CEORSTV VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

VEDALIA AADEILV Australian ladybug [n -S] 

VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S] 

VEEJAYS AEEJSVY VEEJAY, announcer on program of music videos [n] 

VEEPEES EEEEPSV VEEPEE, veep (vice president) [n] 

VEERIES EEEIRSV VEERY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

VEERING EEGINRV VEER, to change direction [v] 

VEGETAL AEEGLTV pertaining to plants [adj] 

VEGGIES EEGGISV VEGGIE, vegetable [n] 

VEGGING EGGGINV VEG, to spend time idly [v] 

VEHICLE CEEHILV device used as means of conveyance [n -S] 

VEILERS EEILRSV VEILER, one that veils (to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face)) [n] 

VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S] / VEIL, to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face) [v] 

VEINERS EEINRSV VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

VEINIER EEIINRV VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

VEINING EGIINNV network of veins [n -S] 

VEINING EGIINNV VEIN, to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels) [v] 

VEINLET EEILNTV small vein [n -S] 

VEINOUS EINOSUV having prominent veins [adj] 

VEINULE EEILNUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VELAMEN AEELMNV velum (thin membranous covering or partition) [n -MINA] 

VELARIA AAEILRV VELARIUM, awning over ancient Roman theater [n] 

VELCROS CELORSV VELCRO, trademark [n] 

VELIGER EEGILRV larval stage of certain mollusks [n -S] 

VELITES EEILSTV foot soldiers of ancient Rome [n] 

VELLUMS ELLMSUV VELLUM, fine parchment [n] 

VELOURS ELORSUV VELOUR, fabric resembling velvet [n] 

VELOUTE EELOTUV type of sauce [n -S] 

VELURED DEELRUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VELURES EELRSUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VELVETS EELSTVV VELVET, soft, smooth fabric [n] 

VELVETY EELTVVY resembling velvet in texture [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

VENALLY AELLNVY VENAL, open to bribery [adv] 

VENATIC ACEINTV pertaining to hunting (instance of searching) [adj] 
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VENDACE ACDEENV European fish [n -S] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDING DEGINNV VEND, to sell (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration) [v] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller (one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration)) [n] 

VENDUES DEENSUV VENDUE, public sale [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENENES EEENNSV VENENE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VENGING EGGINNV VENGE, to avenge (to exact retribution for) [v] 

VENINES EEINNSV VENINE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VENIRES EEINRSV VENIRE, type of judicial writ [n] 

VENISON EINNOSV edible flesh of deer [n -S] 

VENOMED DEEMNOV VENOM, to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals) [v] 

VENOMER EEMNORV one that venoms (to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals)) [n -S] 

VENTAGE AEEGNTV small opening [n -S] 

VENTAIL AEILNTV adjustable front of medieval helmet [n -S] 

VENTERS EENRSTV VENTER, abdomen (body cavity containing viscera) [n] 

VENTING EGINNTV VENT, to provide with vent (opening for escape of gas or liquid) [v] 

VENTRAL AELNRTV fin located on underside of fish [n -S] 

VENTURE EENRTUV to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VENTURI EINRTUV device for measuring flow of fluid [n -S] 

VENULAR AELNRUV VENULE, small vein [adj] 

VENULES EELNSUV VENULE, small vein [n] 

VENUSES EENSSUV VENUS, beautiful woman [n] 

VERANDA AADENRV type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -S] 

VERBALS ABELRSV VERBAL, word derived from verb [n] 

VERBENA ABEENRV flowering plant [n -S] 

VERBIDS BDEIRSV VERBID, verbal (word derived from verb) [n] 

VERBIFY BEFIRVY to use as verb [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VERBILE BEEILRV one whose mental imagery consists of words [n -S] 

VERBOSE BEEORSV wordy (using many or too many words) [adj] 

VERDANT ADENRTV green with vegetation [adj] 

VERDICT CDEIRTV decision at end of legal proceeding [n -S] 

VERDINS DEINRSV VERDIN, small bird [n] 

VERDURE DEERRUV green vegetation [n -S] 

VERGERS EEGRRSV VERGER, church official [n] 

VERGING EGGINRV VERGE, to come near [v] 

VERGLAS AEGLRSV thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

VERIDIC CDEIIRV truthful (telling truth (conformity to fact or reality)) [adj] 

VERIEST EEIRSTV VERY, absolute (free from restriction) [adj] 

VERISMO EIMORSV verism (realism in art or literature) [n -S] 

VERISMS EIMRSSV VERISM, realism in art or literature [n] 

VERISTS EIRSSTV VERIST, one who practices verism (realism in art or literature) [n] 

VERITAS AEIRSTV truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n -ATES] 

VERITES EEIRSTV VERITE, technique of filming so as to convey candid realism [n] 

VERMEIL EEILMRV red color [n -S] 

VERMIAN AEIMNRV pertaining to worms [adj] 
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VERMINS EIMNRSV VERMIN, small, common, harmful, or objectionable animals [n] 

VERMUTH EHMRTUV vermouth (liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n -S] 

VERNIER EEINRRV auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n -S] 

VERONAL AELNORV sedative drug [n -S] 

VERRUCA ACERRUV wart (protuberance on skin) [n -E, -S] 

VERSALS AELRSSV VERSAL, ornate capital letter used to begin verse or paragraph [n] 

VERSANT AENRSTV slope of mountain or mountain chain [n -S] 

VERSERS EERRSSV VERSER, verseman (one who versifies) [n] 

VERSETS EERSSTV VERSET, versicle (short line of metrical writing) [n] 

VERSIFY EFIRSVY to change from prose into metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VERSINE EEINRSV trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

VERSING EGINRSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form) [v] 

VERSINS EINRSSV VERSIN, versine (trigonometric function of angle) [n] 

VERSION EINORSV to create new account or description from particular point of view [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VERSTES EERSSTV VERSTE, verst (Russian measure of distance) [n] 

VERTIGO EGIORTV disordered state in which individual or his surroundings seem to whirl dizzily [n -GINES, -ES, -S] 

VERVAIN AEINRVV flowering plant [n -S] 

VERVETS EERSTVV VERVET, African monkey [n] 

VESICAE ACEEISV VESICA, bladder (saclike receptacle) [n] 

VESICAL ACEILSV VESICA, bladder (saclike receptacle) [adj] 

VESICAS ACEISSV VESICA, bladder (saclike receptacle) [n] 

VESICLE CEEILSV small bladder [n -S] 

VESPERS EEPRSSV VESPER, evening service, prayer, or song [n] 

VESPIDS DEIPSSV VESPID, wasp (stinging insect) [n] 

VESPINE EEINPSV pertaining to wasps (stinging insect) [adj] 

VESSELS EELSSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [n] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 

VESTIGE EEGISTV visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n -S] 

VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n -S] / VEST, to place in control of [v] 

VESTRAL AELRSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

VESTURE EERSTUV to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VETCHES CEEHSTV VETCH, climbing plant [n] 

VETERAN AEENRTV former member of armed forces [n -S] 

VETIVER EEIRTVV Asian grass [n -S] 

VETOERS EEORSTV VETOER, one that vetoes (to forbid or prevent authoritatively) [n] 

VETOING EGINOTV VETO, to forbid or prevent authoritatively [v] 

VETTERS EERSTTV VETTER, one that evaluates something for approval [n] 

VETTING EGINTTV VET, to treat animals medically [v] 

VEXEDLY DEELVXY in vexed manner [adv] 

VEXILLA AEILLVX VEXILLUM, web or vane of feather [n] 

VIADUCT ACDITUV type of bridge [n -S] 

VIALING AGIILNV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VIALLED ADEILLV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VIATICA AACIITV VIATICUM, allowance for traveling expenses [n] 

VIATORS AIORSTV VIATOR, traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n] 

VIBISTS BIISSTV VIBIST, one who plays vibraphone [n] 
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VIBRANT ABINRTV sonant (sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords) [n -S] 

VIBRATE ABEIRTV to move back and forth rapidly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VIBRATO ABIORTV tremulous or pulsating musical effect [n -S] 

VIBRION BIINORV vibrio (any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma) [n -S] 

VIBRIOS BIIORSV VIBRIO, any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma [n] 

VICARLY ACILRVY vicarial (pertaining to vicar (church official)) [adj] 

VICEROY CEIORVY one who rules as representative of sovereign [n -S] 

VICHIES CEHIISV VICHY, type of mineral water [n] 

VICINAL ACIILNV nearby (near (situated within short distance)) [adj] 

VICIOUS CIIOSUV dangerously aggressive [adj] 

VICOMTE CEIMOTV French nobleman [n -S] 

VICTIMS CIIMSTV VICTIM, one who suffers from destructive or injurious action [n] 

VICTORS CIORSTV VICTOR, one who defeats adversary (opponent (one that opposes another)) [n] 

VICTORY CIORTVY successful outcome in contest or struggle [n -RIES] 

VICTUAL ACILTUV to provide with food [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

VICUGNA ACGINUV vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

VICUNAS ACINSUV VICUNA, ruminant mammal [n] 

VIDALIA AADIILV sweet onion of southern U.S. [n -S] 

VIDEOED DDEEIOV VIDEO, to record visual images on magnetic tape or disc [v] 

VIDETTE DEEITTV vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n -S] 

VIDICON CDIINOV type of television camera tube [n -S] 

VIDIOTS DIIOSTV VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] 

VIDUITY DIITUVY quality or state of being widow [n -TIES] 

VIELLES EEILLSV VIELLE, musical instrument played by turning handle [n] 

VIEWERS EEIRSVW VIEWER, one that views (to look at) [n] 

VIEWIER EEIIRVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VIEWING EGIINVW act of seeing, watching, or looking [n -S] / VIEW, to look at [v] 

VIFFING FFGIINV VIFF, to change direction abruptly of vertical take-off aircraft [v] 

VIGOURS GIORSUV VIGOUR, vigor (active strength or force) [n] 

VIHUELA AEHILUV type of early Spanish guitar [n -S] 

VIKINGS GIIKNSV VIKING, Scandinavian pirate [n] 

VILAYET AEILTVY administrative division of Turkey [n -S] 

VILLAGE AEGILLV small community in rural area [n -S] 

VILLAIN AIILLNV cruelly malicious person [n -S] 

VILLEIN EIILLNV type of serf (feudal slave) [n -S] 

VILLOSE EILLOSV VILLUS, one of hairlike projections found on certain membranes [adj] 

VILLOUS ILLOSUV VILLUS, one of hairlike projections found on certain membranes [adj] 

VIMINAL AIILMNV VIMEN, long, flexible branch of plant [adj] 

VINASSE AEINSSV residue left after distillation of liquor [n -ES] 

VINCULA ACILNUV VINCULUM, unifying bond [n] 

VINEGAR AEGINRV sour liquid used as condiment or preservative [n -S] 

VINIEST EIINSTV VINY, covered with vines [adj] 

VINTAGE AEGINTV season's yield of wine from vineyard [n -S] 

VINTNER EINNRTV wine merchant [n -S] 

VINYLIC CIILNVY VINYL, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [adj] 

VIOLATE AEILOTV to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VIOLENT EILNOTV marked by intense physical force or roughness [adj] 
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VIOLETS EILOSTV VIOLET, flowering plant [n] 

VIOLINS IILNOSV VIOLIN, stringed instrument [n] 

VIOLIST IILOSTV one who plays viol or viola [n -S] 

VIOLONE EILNOOV stringed instrument [n -S] 

VIRAGOS AGIORSV VIRAGO, noisy, domineering woman [n] 

VIRALLY AILLRVY VIRAL, pertaining to or caused by virus [adv] 

VIRELAI AEIILRV virelay (medieval French verse form) [n -S] 

VIRELAY AEILRVY medieval French verse form [n -S] 

VIREMIA AEIIMRV presence of virus in blood [n -S] 

VIREMIC CEIIMRV VIREMIA, presence of virus in blood [adj] 

VIRGATE AEGIRTV early English measure of land area [n -S] 

VIRGERS EGIRRSV VIRGER, verger (church official) [n] 

VIRGINS GIINRSV VIRGIN, person who has never had sexual intercourse [n] 

VIRGULE EGILRUV diagonal printing mark used to separate alternatives [n -S] 

VIRIONS IINORSV VIRION, virus particle [n] 

VIROIDS DIIORSV VIROID, viruslike plant pathogen [n] 

VIROSES EIORSSV VIROSIS, infection with virus [n] 

VIROSIS IIORSSV infection with virus [n -SES] 

VIRTUAL AILRTUV having effect but not actual form of what is specified [adj] 

VIRTUES EIRSTUV VIRTUE, moral excellence [n] 

VIRUSES EIRSSUV VIRUS, any of class of submicroscopic pathogens [n] 

VISAGED ADEGISV VISAGE, face or facial expression of person [adj] 

VISAGES AEGISSV VISAGE, face or facial expression of person [n] 

VISAING AGIINSV VISA, to put official endorsement on, as passport [v] 

VISARDS ADIRSSV VISARD, vizard (mask) [n] 

VISCERA ACEIRSV VISCUS, internal organ [n] 

VISCOID CDIIOSV somewhat viscid [adj] 

VISCOSE CEIOSSV viscous solution [n -S] 

VISCOUS CIOSSUV having relatively high resistance to flow [adj] 

VISEING EGIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device) [v] 

VISIBLE BEIILSV someone that can be seen [n -S] 

VISIBLY BIILSVY in manner capable of being seen [adv] 

VISIONS IINOSSV VISION, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

VISITED DEIISTV VISIT, to go or come to see someone or something [v] 

VISITER EIIRSTV visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n -S] 

VISITOR IIORSTV one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something) [n -S] 

VISORED DEIORSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim) [v] 

VISTAED ADEISTV VISTA, distant view [adj] 

VISUALS AILSSUV VISUAL, something that illustrates by pictures or diagrams [n] 

VITALLY AILLTVY in vital (necessary to life) manner [adv] 

VITAMER AEIMRTV type of chemical compound [n -S] 

VITAMIN AIIMNTV any of various organic substances essential to proper nutrition [n -S] 

VITELLI EIILLTV VITELLUS, yolk of egg [n] 

VITESSE EEISSTV speed [n -S] 

VITIATE AEIITTV to impair value or quality of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VITRAIN AIINRTV material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n -S] 

VITRICS CIIRSTV art of making or decorating glass articles [n -S] 
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VITRIFY FIIRTVY to convert into glass [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VITRINE EIINRTV glass showcase for art objects [n -S] 

VITRIOL IILORTV to treat with sulfuric acid [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

VITTATE AEITTTV VITTA, streak or band of color [adj] 

VITTLED DEILTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

VITTLES EILSTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

VIVACES ACEISVV VIVACE, musical passage played in brisk spirited manner [n] 

VIVARIA AAIIRVV VIVARIUM, place for raising and keeping live animals [n] 

VIVERID DEIIRVV mammalian family [n -S] 

VIVIDER DEIIRVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 

VIVIDLY DIILVVY VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adv] 

VIVIFIC CFIIIVV vivifying [adj] 

VIXENLY EILNVXY VIXEN, shrewish woman [adj] 

VIZARDS ADIRSVZ VIZARD, mask [n] 

VIZIERS EIIRSVZ VIZIER, high official in some Muslim countries [n] 

VIZORED DEIORVZ VIZOR, to visor (to provide with visor (projecting brim)) [v] 

VIZSLAS AILSSVZ VIZSLA, Hungarian breed of dog [n] 

VLOGGED DEGGLOV VLOG, to blog video material [v] 

VLOGGER EGGLORV one that vlogs (to blog video material) [n -S] 

VOCABLE ABCELOV word [n -S] 

VOCABLY ABCLOVY in manner that may be voiced aloud [adv] 

VOCALIC ACCILOV vowel sound [n -S] 

VOCALLY ACLLOVY with voice [adv] 

VOCODER CDEOORV electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S] 

VODCAST ACDOSTV to make video files available for download over Internet [v VODCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

VODOUNS DNOOSUV VODOUN, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOGUERS EGORSUV VOGUER, one that vogues (to imitate poses of fashion models) [n] 

VOGUING GGINOUV dance consisting of series of styled poses [n -S] / VOGUE, to imitate poses of fashion models [v] 

VOGUISH GHIOSUV fashionable [adj] 

VOICERS CEIORSV VOICER, one that voices (to express or utter) [n] 

VOICING CGIINOV tonal quality of instrument in ensemble [n -S] / VOICE, to express or utter [v] 

VOIDERS DEIORSV VOIDER, one that voids (to make void (of no legal force or effect)) [n] 

VOIDING DGIINOV VOID, to make void (of no legal force or effect) [v] 

VOLANTE AELNOTV moving with light rapidity -- used as musical direction [adj] 

VOLCANO ACLNOOV opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected [n -ES, -S] 

VOLLEYS ELLOSVY VOLLEY, to return tennis ball before it touches ground [v] 

VOLOSTS LOOSSTV VOLOST, administrative district in Russia [n] 

VOLTAGE AEGLOTV electromotive force expressed in volts [n -S] 

VOLTAIC ACILOTV VOLTAISM, electricity produced by chemical action [adj] 

VOLTING GILNOTV VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust [v] 

VOLUBLE BELLOUV talkative [adj] 

VOLUBLY BLLOUVY VOLUBLE, talkative [adv] 

VOLUMED DELMOUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VOLUMES ELMOSUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VOLUTED DELOTUV VOLUTE, spiral architectural ornament [adj] 

VOLUTES ELOSTUV VOLUTE, spiral architectural ornament [n] 

VOLUTIN ILNOTUV granular substance that is common in microorganisms [n -S] 
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VOLVATE AELOTVV VOLVA, membranous sac that encloses certain immature mushrooms [adj] 

VOLVULI ILLOUVV VOLVULUS, twisting of intestine that causes obstruction [n] 

VOMICAE ACEIMOV VOMICA, cavity in body containing pus [n] 

VOMITED DEIMOTV VOMIT, to eject contents of stomach through mouth [v] 

VOMITER EIMORTV one that vomits (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n -S] 

VOMITOS IMOOSTV VOMITO, black vomit of yellow fever [n] 

VOMITUS IMOSTUV vomited matter [n -ES] 

VOODOOS DOOOOSV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

VORLAGE AEGLORV position in skiing [n -S] 

VOTABLE ABELOTV capable of being voted on [adj] 

VOTIVES EIOSTVV VOTIVE, small squat candle [n] 

VOTRESS EORSSTV votaress (female votary) [n -ES] 

VOUCHED CDEHOUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

VOUCHEE CEEHOUV one for whom another vouches [n -S] 

VOUCHER CEHORUV to establish authenticity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VOUCHES CEHOSUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

VOUDONS DNOOSUV VOUDON, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOUDOUN DNOOUUV vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n -S] 

VOUVRAY AORUVVY French white wine [n -S] 

VOWELED DEELOVW VOWEL, type of speech sound [adj] 

VOWLESS ELOSSVW having made no vow [adj] 

VOYAGED ADEGOVY VOYAGE, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

VOYAGER AEGORVY one that voyages (to travel (to go from one place to another)) [n -S] 

VOYAGES AEGOSVY VOYAGE, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

VOYEURS EORSUVY VOYEUR, one who is sexually gratified by looking at sexual objects or acts [n] 

VROOMED DEMOORV VROOM, to run engine at high speed [v] 

VUGGIER EGGIRUV VUGGY, abounding in vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 

VUGULAR AGLRUUV pertaining to vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 

VULGARS AGLRSUV VULGAR, common person [n] 

VULGATE AEGLTUV common speech of people [n -S] 

VULNING GILNNUV VULN, to wound (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

VULPINE EILNPUV pertaining to fox [adj] 

VULTURE ELRTUUV bird of prey [n -S] 

VULVATE AELTUVV VULVA, external genital organs of female [adj] 

VYINGLY GILNVYY in vying manner [adv] 
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